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The Kilt Course Essential Materials 

 
When I started my first kilt, I remember wanting to start my journey being well prepared, well 

organised, and to do my very best with the right tools and materials. I quizzed my trainer about 

what is “the kilt makers kit” and she wrote down a wee list.  

I remember then visiting the local haberdashery store in the small Scottish town (I was too far 

from home) to buy what I could and bought a magnifying lamp to help me see my work resulting 

in stitching with one eye because the lens was not big enough even for my close-set eyes. 

 

When I started to feel that I felt competent and confident enough to share my learning with 

others, I wanted to address all the challenges I had endured and one was knowing the right 

materials and equipment from the start and having access to them easily.  

 

My mantra has always been “Accessible and Affordable” 

 

I started off by presenting my first students with the kit box and realised the experienced sewers 

would then have duplicate equipment. 

I then let them decide from the list and purchase what they felt they needed.  

 

This was good, but I soon learned for some, for their sakes, and for mine because I felt   

responsible for the success of their creation, I should have been more assertive about what they 

chose to use.  

An upholsterer, whom I thought would know his threads, used a thread he said was appropriate. 

By the end of the kilt, his pleating needed repaired. I wished that I had checked his threads and 

had been more directive.  

Another student used her own canvasses. They didn’t have the quality and strength to look after 

the aprons and the support of the pleating area. Once again, I regretted that I hadn’t intervened. 

 

Your kilt has a high monetary investment in the cloth and tuition fees, and also investment of 

your time and commitment Therefore, the following items I want to say are mandatory from 

The Kilt College unless you have your own supply of the same or equivalent products.  
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Description Quantity Cost RRP 

Cloth 

Specification: 

Tartan cloth - woven in the UK, specific for the kilt  

Canvas - of the highest linen quality with the right quality, rigidity, and shrinkage  

Cotton lining - thicker than “pocketing” with a stronger weave  

House of Edgar & Strathmore  

Light Weight DW 

Medium Weight       

             Clan SW  

             Old & Rare SW                                                                                                                               

             DW e.g Hebridean 

Heavy weight SW 

9.5m SW 

5.5m DW 

per metre 

£36 

 

£25 

£33 

£39 

£26 

 

£50 

 

£36 

£52 

 £60 

£38 

Other weavers etc: DW 

Light Weight 

Medium Weight 

Heavy Weight 

9.5m SW 

5.5m DW 

per metre 

£35 

£39 

£43 

 

£55 

£60 

£65 

Canvasses per m: Primary 

                              Secondary 

1m 

0.5m 

£10.80 

£11.80 

 

Lining per m 1m £7.34  

Threads 

Sewing thread Koban/Terko 1 £8  

Accessories 

Buckles each  £1.80  

Premium Hand finished embossed Leather 

Regular Straps each 

3 £3.00 

£2.50 

£4 

£3.30  

Premium Leather embossed Chapes each 3 £3 £4.00 

Premium Leather Sporran loops 2 £1.90 £2.90 

 


